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On the other hand, to outmanoeuvre and ram a long-
ship with a long-ship required, if one met the enemy on
equal terms, a great superiority in nautical skill. Sixth-
century Chians or Phoenicians or fifth-century Athenians
might attempt it with success, but as a rule early Greek
fleet-actions tended to be fought out at close quarters with
sword and spear, with the whole fleets driven together in one
grinding, splintering mass.1 But the new ships spread
everywhere; even a state rather backward in seaward
expansion, like Athens, had them and was proud of them, as
we may see from their appearance on the big Dipylon vases,
early in the eighth century b.c.
Naturally, the longest long-boats, up to a point, would
be the swiftest. A fifty-oared ship was faster than a thirty-
oared. But if one went much beyond that point the boat
became so long as to be unwieldy and also fragile and apt
to break her back ; while if one made her broader in the
beam and of stouter timbers, a law of diminishing returns
began to operate—the weight increased more quickly than
the rowing-power. (The Norsemen, by the way, with their
more robust ocean-going long-ships, came to a standstill
at much the same point. Olaf Tryggvesson's Long Serpent,
the culmination of a long series of experiments in the effort
to build the world's finest warship, still carries only thirty-
four oars aside.2) It was probably among the Phoenicians
that some ingenious persons solved the problem of the
moment by the invention of the Ureme, In this vessel an
additional oarsman was placed between but some thirty
inches below each two of those in the upper rank. A man
in the lower tier could fall back between the legs of the man
behind and above him, whose oar, on coming foward, cleared
his head; while the lower man's head and oar had just to clear
the bench of the man above and in front of him. The lower
oars passed through portholes, while the upper rowers rowed,
as in the old pentekonters, over the gunwale and might be
 *	Cf, Thk. I, 49, oa the «' old-fashioned " tactics used at Sybota as late
as 488.
 *	XMmMngla, Olaf Tryggoessorfa Saga (te. Laing), chaps. 70, 87, OS.
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